NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS IS HIRING A WORKING STUDENT WITH PYTHON/BASH
AND LINUX FOR APPRENTICESHIP / WORK PLACEMENT CONTRACT FROM 6 TO 12 MONTHS.
Date : 26/08/2015
Job reference : 87051-10976297
Type of contract : Apprenticeship / Work Placement Contract
Localisation : Wrocław 51-612, PL
Contract duration : From 6 to 12 months
Level of studies : Bachelor's Degree
Years of experience :
Company description :
Nokia Solutions and Networks is the world's specialist in mobile broadband. From the first ever call on GSM,
to the first call on LTE, we operate at the forefront of each generation of mobile technology. Our global
experts invent the new capabilities our customers need in their networks. We provide the world's most
efficient mobile networks, the intelligence to maximize the value of those networks, and the services to make
it all work seamlessly.
Job description :
You will work as a Working Student in SM SCM Automation department (at least 3 days a week).
Software Configuration Engineer is responsible for:
* Automatization of building tools
* Tools development for Continuous Integration
* Version Control Systems management
* Implementation / maintenance of build systems
* Tools development supporting work of developers (design and implementation)
* Problems investigation and root cause analysis.

Required profile :
Position Requirements:
Apply if:
* some knowledge of Python or Bash and you want to become an expert
* you can say ‘hello' in GNU Make but you want to speak it fluently
* Linux makes you feel at home
* you heard about SVN or other Version Control Systems and you want to feel comfortable with it
* you want to be step ahead of everybody around with Continuous Integration practical skills
Appreciated will be knowledge in:
* Software Configuration Management area
* Knowledge of software development processes and tools
Personal attributes:
* Good interpersonal and teamwork skills
* Ability to communicate and co-operate with other people in various situations
* Strong analytical skills

To apply : http://apply.multiposting.fr/jobs/6502/10976297

